Competitor Intent to Compete Form
International Leadership Conference (ILC) 2022

Reminder: Students may compete in only one event at ILC

1. Attending the ILC is an exciting opportunity! HOSA allows only three competitors from each state to compete per event.

2. Louisiana HOSA allows the top three competitors (1st-3rd place) in each event the first choice to attend and compete.

3. To ensure that each top competitor has the opportunity to compete, the intent form must be completed by the top 10 in each event in which they competed at the SLC. (does not include Anatomage or National Geographic tests)

4. The list of event placements from SLC will be posted on our state website.

5. This form must be submitted by April 15, 2022, but preferably asap.

6. Complete one form for each competitor/team-mate

7. After the form deadline we will choose the students of the top 3 rankings in Each SLC event who have submitted the “Intend to Compete” form(s).

8. If a student’s form is not received by the form deadline and someone else in a lower ranking has already sent their form in with the desire to compete, the student with the lower rank will be approved to compete.

9. There will be no reversal of decisions once we receive a form indicating a student will not compete, or a student does not send a form, or the form is late, unless there is a slot that is still available.

10. If you choose to compete in a team event, at least 25% of the team must be an original member of the team that competed at SLC. (ex: if competing in HOSA bowl, at least one person must be the original team member.)

11. If competing, be sure to read and FOLLOW all details regarding your event:
   * Tallo upload?
   * Official portfolio required?
   * Photo ID
   * Items you must bring? (if you have to test, all testing is done there. BRING PENCILS with erasers, not mechanical pencils. Bring at least two to the test.

Students: fill out this form https://forms.gle/ZdcHpwmYWbp3niXf7
Advisors: https://forms.gle/Sf4MJjkkq6vthdVy9